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Rationale
Pupil engagement is an obstacle that many practitioners will face at some point in their
profession and has been further challenged with the effects of the pandemic and uptake of
remote learning. Numerous studies have established that game-based learning and competitive
strategies have achieved many educational benefits for learners as well as helping them develop
important psychological and social skills (Chen, Shih and Law, 2020). Studies have mainly
been explored in a classroom setting and thus begs the question, in our current climate would
games-based learning help raise the engagement of students working from home? By using
game-based learning at home, the hope is that engagement will increase, providing learners an
opportunity to obtain instant and personalised feedback in real time. This way they can then
see what they have learned and what they can improve upon, thus maintaining motivation and
performance.
Aims
The discourse explicitly states the benefits game-based learning has in the classroom. However,
it is important to discover if these apply to home learning, with it being an essential part of the
practice. The aim of this enquiry then was to determine:
• if pupil engagement can be increased with game-based learning
• if the benefits still apply during online learning
Methodology
The enquiry was conducted over a period of 4 week with an S2 class of 32 that had prior
involvement with methods such as Kahoots and Plickers. The 4 weeks were split into different
activities to see which of those garnered more interest and engagement over the others.
Week 1- Main tasks consisted only of Kahoots and a score board. No other game-based
learning (Maximum of 30 points could be achieved).
Week 2- Main tasks were Microsoft Forms (MSFM); this was used as a similar means to
Kahoots but less game-like and no indication of a score board was mentioned to pupils
(Maximum of 30 points could be achieved).
Week 3- Combination of Kahoots and MSFM used to see what pupils responded to better when
both were used in the same lesson (Maximum of 40 could be achieved).
Week 4- Choice of completing tasks through Kahoot or MSFN to understand precisely which
method pupils preferred. Addition of an extra essay-based game at the end where pupils could
make up lost points and move up on score board.

Points gained were put into a scoreboard that was updated daily on the Teams page. Pupils
could track progress in real time and see who was “at the top” of the competition. The only
time it was not updated daily was in week two and was updated at the end of the week instead.
This was to establish if it was the game/points they could gain that interested pupils or if it was
just by chance. By not posting daily scores gained from MSFN, the idea was to see if students
still engaged even if there was no competitive gain. This then was corrected in the following
weeks after pupils realised that points could be gained from MSFN. The game-based learning
culminated in an end of unit creative essay where students had a score sheet with increasing
points being allocated to the more challenging techniques and words they could implement into
it. By challenging themselves more resulted in more points and a better chance at moving up
the scoreboard.
Findings
Findings varied over the 4 weeks, but it is evident that the implementation of games and, more
specifically, a competition, increases engagement from pupils in an online setting.
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It is clear that before the implementation of games-based learning engagement was declining
and looking to continue before games were introduced. Engagement started high and was seen
throughout the department that collectively our S2 classes were initially engaging well but
engagement then started declining thereafter despite various methods of intervention.
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Before week one of the Enquiry pupils were told about the ‘competition’ based on these games.
This post on the Teams page received a surge of interactions despite pupils not engaging with
the actual work assigned for that week. As can be seen in the graph above, engagement had
risen dramatically from the weeks prior. While not all pupils that engaged with the lesson took
part in the game of Kahoots, they made it aware that the reason for that was because they could
not get on and not that they did not want to. Learning from the pupils was checked throughout
with the Kahoot to make sure that they were not just caring about the game but rather their
learning and skills. This was a success with many pupils verbally stating variations of “when
can we do this again’. The way the engagement was going beforehand alludes to the games
and competition getting the pupils excited and ready to take part in the lesson.
Week two saw a change and engagement seemed as if it was reverting back to the previous
weeks. Despite average engagement being around 50% of pupils the engagement with MSFN
was incredibly low at an average of 25% of pupils taking part in them over the week. As stated,
pupils were not made aware that MSFN would add to their points so we can possibly gather
from here that the week before and after the engagement was due to the more game-like
interface of Kahoot and the idea of competition brought around by it. While MSFN had a
slightly similar question style to Kahoot, it seems the fact it is not looked at as a game means
pupil are less likely to engage with it.
Week three saw a rise in engagement again most likely brought on by Kahoot with MSFN
gaining more use from pupils than the previous week. It is important to note that the use of
both of these tasks were mandatory in the lesson, yet pupils were more inclined to use Kahoot
and ignore MSFN. Clearly showing a higher preference for Kahoot over MSFN even though
they now knew that they could gain points from both. When receiving feedback at the end of
this week, one pupil mentioned that MSFN seemed more like a “test” whereas Kahoot is more
of a “laugh”, reflecting the perception pupils have to both of them.
Week four was surprising and showed truly how engaged pupils could get with a task if it
involved an element of competition as part of the learning. Pupils were made aware of this
being their last week to gain points and move up the scoreboard so engagement for both Kahoot
(78%) and MSFN (53%) was at an all-time high. The true test to see if it was the competitive
side that gained engagement was through the creative essay. They were given a story structure
and a scoresheet to use when writing the essay (See Appendix 1). Pupils were enthusiastic
about the task with the average score rising by around 32 points which made for better essays

and allowed pupils to put into practice what they had learned in class up to this point. Most of
the engagement came from pupils using the essay to gain their marks rather than Kahoot or
MSFN, but still Kahoot maintained its lead over MSFN in terms of engagement.
Conclusions
Following completion of the enquiry it is evident that game-based learning can improve
engagement in an online and remote setting. Due to the short nature of the enquiry results are
limited and may require further study with other year groups in different subjects in order to
be conclusive. However, despite the longevity of the enquiry if paired with already conducted
discourse on games-based learning in a classroom environment it can be assumed that the
positives are similar in remote learning. From the results seen it is clear that pupils engage
more with learning if there is a competitive element alongside it. This fits with what Bradley
Busch states in that pupils are “motivated by the competition, not the reward” (Busch, 2018).
Perhaps by allowing pupils to fully showcase their skills and knowledge and place that
alongside each other they get more of a drive to achieve and take part in the lesson. Pair this
with constant positive feedback and praise and pupils may have a better and more engaging
environment to flourish and excel in.
Implications for Future Practice:
This enquiry does present the idea that games-based learning should be viewed as something
bigger than a simple ‘fun’ task for pupils to partake in. It is clear that the benefits of this kind
of learning can go further than just increasing engagement but inspire pupils to achieve their
best rather than the bare minimum. Despite the focus being solely on solo-tasks, by finding
other avenues to incorporate group games to build not just academic skills but also life skills
will help further classroom education and allow pupils to become better learners and members
of society. More research would need to be conducted in terms of the senior school specifically
to see if these benefits would apply to a whole school education also and not just BGE learners.
However, from evidence already available it is clear that by utilising games in the classroom
everyone will be a winner.
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Appendix 1:

Techniques- Point System
• Similes= 2 points
• Metaphors= 3 points
• Personification= 4 points
• Pathetic Fallacy= 2 points
• Alliteration= 1 point for each word in your alliteration example e.g.
sheep should sleep = 3 points, sheep should still sleep in sheds= 5 points)
• Repetition= 4 points
• Onomatopoeia= 3 points
• Hyperbole= 4 points
• Pun= 10 points!
Like

Dislike

Hope

Adore

Abhor

Wish

Love

Condemn

Ambition

Cherish

Despise

Aspiration

Fancy

Hate

Goal

Indulge
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UTOPIA/
DYSTOPIA

Revel in

Regret

fortune

Prize

Disprove

prospect

Green= 1 point, Yellow= 2 points,
Red= 3 points, Blue= 5 Points

Remember writing can become
boring if the same technique is used
way too much so try and vary your
techniques to accumulate points,
remember you can earn extras from
the word banks

